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Summary 
 
This document describes the minimal API of the WP8 connection space environment. It 
details first of all the objects (fields, default values and rationale) that we require, and the 
relationships that we will instantiate between them. We then focus on the activities users will 
be able to perform within the environment. We include a list of activities that will be 
performed by users, which we organise in five categories. Supporting facilities such as 
connection agents and games are assigned to each category and presented in more detail. We 
finally move to the user interface level and describe five ‘user interaction spaces’ where users 
will be able to perform these activities. 
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A1.1 Executive Summary 
 
This document describes the minimal API of the WP8 connection space environment. It 
details first of all the objects (fields, default values and rationale) that we require, and the 
relationships that we will instantiate between them. We then focus on the activities users will 
be able to perform within the environment. We include a list of activities that will be 
performed by users, which we organise in five categories. Supporting facilities such as 
connection agents and games are assigned to each category and presented in more detail. We 
finally move to the user interface level and describe five ‘user interaction spaces’ where users 
will be able to perform these activities. 
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A1.2 Objects 
 
This section details the objects we need for the WP8 environment: 
 
- Competence Development Opportunity (CDO)1 – c.f. section 1.2.1 
- User – c.f. section 1.2.2 
- Role – c.f. section 1.2.3 
- Competence – c.f. section 1.2.4 
- Comment – c.f. section 1.2.5 
- Tag – c.f. section 1.2.6 
 
 
                                               
1
 Competence Development Opportunities (or CDOs) are not only traditional courses, workshops, and reference 
material, but also ‘live’ resources, such as communities of practice developed around a given competence, or 
experts and peer groups. 
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A1.2.1 Competence Development Opportunity (CDO) 
 
Field Name Values  Default Value M/A2 Reason/Meaning/Usage 
CDOID Integer Last CDOID + 1 A A unique identifier for each 
CDO 
Name String “” M Name of the CDO (e.g., the 
title for representing such 
CDO) 
Description String  M Description of the CDO 
(e.g., a paragraph 
describing the CDO) 
Type String To be chosen 
amongst 
(“Non-
Interactive 
Material”, 
“Interactive 
Material”…) 
M Types are used for instance 
to filter the CDOs displayed 
in the network navigation 
module 
Subtype String To be chosen 
amongst a list 
based on the 
value of the 
previous field 
 Subtypes are used for 
instance to filter the CDOs 
displayed in the network 
navigation module. 
 
If “Non-Interactive 
Material” has been selected 
as a Type, the Subtype list 
should include elements 
such as ‘Book’… 
Author Integer  M The UserID of the author 
of this CDO 
Submission 
date 
DateTime 2007-07-24 
14:02:21 
M  
Tags (Integer) List of TagIDs M A Tag mechanism will be 
used to further characterise 
the CDO. 
 
 
 
 
                                               
2
 This column describe whether the associated filled is either filled in ‘M’anually, by the 
user, or ‘A’utomatically, by the system. 
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A1.2.2 User 
 
Users are described with the following fields: 
 
Field Name Values Default Value M/A Reason/Meaning/Usage 
UserID Integer Last UserID + 1 M A unique identifier for 
each User 
Alias String  M Alias used by the system 
– no spaces allowed 
Name String   Full name displayed in 
the fora…. Any character 
is allowed 
Objective/Targets String   A detailed account of the 
user’s expectations about 
the system and her/his 
own agenda  
Competences  (Integer) List of 
CompetenceIDs 
M List of Competences 
defined by the User as 
‘mastered’. If a new 
competence is defined 
(i.e., one that does not 
already exists in the 
Competence database), 
an editing window is 
provided to enable Users 
to define missing 
Competences. 
Role Integer RoleID M Role played by this user 
List of followed 
CDOs 
(Integer) List of CDOIDs  List of CDOs that the 
user has explicitly 
registered an interest in. 
List of Contacts (Integer) List of UserIDs M List of users whom the 
user has manually 
specified as her/his 
contacts. A strength can 
be specified for each 
contact, from “knows of” 
to “knows personally”, 
which can be used to 
separate friends from 
‘mere’ contacts. The list 
of contacts returns all the 
peers of the user 
Tags (Integer) List of TagIDs A Tags defined by this User 
History (Integer) List of CDOIDs A The system automatically 
gathers all the CDOs 
accessed and/or 
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completed by the user 
 
 
A1.2.3 Role 
 
Users may play different roles at different moments of the innovation process. 
 
Field Name Values  Default Value M/A Reason/Meaning/Usage 
RoleID Integer Last RoleID + 1 A A unique identifier for each role 
Name String   The user can define herself as 
‘creator’, ‘facilitator’, ‘tutor, 
‘champion’, and so on. 
Description String “” M Description of the role 
 
A1.2.4 Competence 
 
Two kinds of competences are defined for users: the ones they already possess and the ones 
they want to gain or develop. 
 
Field Name Values  Default Value M/A Reason/Meaning/Usage 
CompetenceID Integer Last 
CompetenceID + 
1 
A A unique identifier for each 
competence 
Name String “” M Short name for the competence 
Description String   Description of the competence 
 
A1.2.5 Comment 
 
Comments are attached by Users to Threads. They are inserted in the associated forum 
defined for each CDO (see below): 
 
Field Name Values  Default Value M/A Reason/Meaning/Usage 
CommentID Integer Last 
CommentID + 
1 
A A unique identifier for each comment 
Author Integer  A UserID of the user who stored this 
comment 
Related_CDO Integer  A CDOID of the CDO this comment is 
attached to 
ThreadID Integer  A ThreadID of the thread this 
comment is attached to 
Content String “” M Content of the comment 
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A1.2.6 Tag 
 
Tags are assigned by Users over CDOs. They can contain contextual information that is 
relevant to the author. 
 
Field Name Values  Default 
Value 
M/A Motivation/Reason/Usage 
TagID Integer Last 
TagID + 1 
A Provides a unique identifier for each tag 
Name String  M Contains the tag assigned to an CDO. 
Spaces and special characters are 
accepted. 
Target Integer An CDOID M Contains the CDOIDs that the tag has been 
assigned to (taken from the CDO 
database) 
Author Integer A UserID M Contains the UserIDs of the user who 
authored the tags (taken from the User 
database) 
DateTime Date/Time 2007-04-27 
11:12:01 
A Contains the latest date and time at which 
this tag has been assigned by user Author 
on resource Target 
 
 
Notes 
- If a tag is assigned twice by two different users over a single CDO, two entries are 
created in this database. If a user assigns a tag to a CDO that s/he already had assigned 
for that CDO, only the field DateTime is updated. 
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A1.3 Relationships 
 
This section details the (directed) relationships defined between the objects defined in the 
previous section: 
 
- Relationships from CDOs to (other types of objects)  - c.f. section 1.3.1 
- Relationships from Users to (other types of objects)  - c.f. section 1.3.2 
- Relationships from Roles to (other types of objects) – c.f. section 1.3.3 
- Relationships from Competences to (other types of objects)  - c.f. section 1.3.4 
- Relationships from Tags to (other types of objects)  - c.f. section 1.3.5 
 
A summary of the objects and relationships defined is given in section 1.3 
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A1.3.1 CDO-initiated relationships 
 
CDO-CDO relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
is related 
to 
A   Two CDOs are related if: 
- they have been authored by the same 
user; 
- their name or their description share a 
words in common; 
- they share one or several tag; 
- they have been connected explicitly by 
one user. 
 
 
CDO-Competence relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
addresses M Asymmetric Y  
 
 
CDO-User relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
matches user 
preferences 
A   Instantiated (automatically) if the type 
and subtype of this CDO match the 
preferences defined by the user 
 
A1.3.2 User-initiated relationships 
 
User-User relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
shares 
objective/ 
targets with 
A   Instantiated (automatically) between users 
sharing a similar Objective/Targets field in 
their user profiles 
shares role 
with 
A   Instantiated (automatically) if both users 
play the same role in the community 
shares 
competences 
with 
A   Instantiated (automatically) if both users 
share one similar competence in the 
‘Competences’ fields of their user profiles 
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knows M   Instantiated (manually) by a user wanting 
to specify that user X is one of her/his 
contacts. Four levels are defined for this 
relationship: 
- ‘0’: doesn't know 
- ‘1’: knows of 
- ‘2’: knows 
- ‘3’: knows well 
- ‘4’: knows personally 
- ‘5’: ‘friends’ 
shares tags 
with 
A   Contains pointers to the UserIDs of the 
Users who have the highest number of tags 
in common with me. 
 
    
is similar 
to3 
A   The similarity between user A and user B 
can be computed as follows: 
1. Overlap between the strings 
representing A’s objective and 
targets, B’s objective and 
targets. Is set to ‘0’ is no common 
content word is found and to 1 is all 
the content words found in A’s 
objective and targets slot 
can be found in B’s objective 
and targets slot and vice versa. 
2. If A and B play the same role in the 
community, their similarity score is 
higher 
3. Overlap between the competences 
found in A and in B. Is set to ‘0’ if A 
and B have no competences in 
common, and to 1 if A and B share 
the exact same set of competences. 
4. If there is strong overlap between the 
members that A and B know (know 
of, know, or know personally about), 
their similarity score is higher. 
5. If A and B ‘follow’ the same ideas, 
their similarity score is higher. 
6. If A and B frequently tag CDOs with 
the same tags, their similarity score 
is higher 
7. If A and B have contributed to an 
CDO (by authoring it, by posting a 
blog entry about it), A and B 
                                               
3
 This relationship connects a user to the users most similar to her/him. The rationale behind this metric is that 
similar users are more likely to interact in the first place, and that identifying them suggesting them to the user 
can help her take the first step towards feeling integrated in the organisation 
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similarity increases 
 
Similarity is a reflexive relationship: if A is 
similar to B, B is similar to A4. 
 
User-Role relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
plays A    
 
 
User-Competence relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
knows about A    
 
 
User-CDO relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
is 
connected 
to 
   A user becomes connected to an CDO if: 
- S/he has entered it 
- S/he has completed it (e.g., s/he has 
completed a game session) 
- S/he has defined a comment in the 
associated forum (see Comment-Thread 
relationship ‘is attached to’) 
- S/he has defined a thread in the associated 
forum (see Thread-CDO relationship ‘is 
attached to’) 
has 
entered 
    
has 
completed 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                   
4
 Can we say that similarity is a transitive relationship: if A is 80% similar to B, and if B is 60 similar to C, is C 
48% similar to A? 
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User-Comment relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
has 
created 
   The user defines a comment, which is itself 
attached to a thread (see Comment-Thread 
relationships) which is itself attached to a CDO 
(see Thread-CDO relationships) 
 
 
User-Tag relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
has 
created 
   a User can create a Tag (which is assigned to an 
CDO – see Tag-CDO relationships) 
 
A1.3.3 Role-initiated relationships 
 
Role-Role relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
is related to 
    
 
A1.3.4 Competence-initiated relationships 
 
Competence-Competence relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
is related to 
    
 
 
 
A1.3.5 Tag-initiated relationships 
 
Tag-User relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
is also 
assigned by 
A   Contains pointers to the UserIDs of the 
Users who have assigned the same tag to a 
CDO. 
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Tag-CDO relationships 
 
Name M/A Type Editable? Reason/Meaning/Usage 
is 
assigned 
to 
   A tag is assigned to a CDO by a User 
share this 
tag 
A   Contains an array of CDOIDs that have been 
tagged with a user-provided tag (typically, the 
user would click on a tag and get a list of CDOs 
tagged with this tag as an answer). 
share at 
least this 
tag 
A   Contains an array of CDOIDs that share at 
least one tag with the current CDO. This is 
used to find CDOs that are related to each 
other, in a somewhat looser way than above. 
share all 
tags 
A   Contains an array of CDOIDs that share all the 
tags defined for the current CDO (meaning, 
they may contain other tags, but all the tags 
defined for this CDO are defined for the 
retrieved CDOs). 
 
 
Notes 
• We could have tag-tag relationships if we include taxonomic relationships between 
tags. 
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A1.4 Activities 
 
A1.4.1 List of tasks 
 
The following list details the tasks that may be performed by a user within the connection 
space. A user may: 
• Log in 
• Log out 
• Initialise profile 
• Update profile (users may edit any field of their user profile) 
o Edit a field of her/his profile 
o Validate the suggestion of an agent 
• Update preferences 
• Activate an agent 
• Quit using her/his agent 
• Browse the network of CDOs, Competences, Users, and Tags 
• Filter the network of CDOs, Competences, Users, and Tags 
• Select a CDO 
• Engage in a CDO 
o Read an online book 
o Play a game with a peer (potentially identified by an agent) 
o … 
• Add a user to their contact list 
• Modify the level of acquaintance with a user 
• Remove a user from contact list 
• Complete a CDO 
• Create a CDO 
• Delete a CDO 
• Assign a tag to a CDO 
• Remove a tag from a CDO 
 
These tasks can be grouped in the six following activities (supporting features are listed 
between parentheses and corresponding tasks are indicated for each of them): 
 
• Activity #1: getting recommendations (connection agents) – c.f. section 1.4.2 
o Activate an agent 
o Quit using her/his agent 
 
• Activity #2: browsing knowledge networks (network navigation facilities) – c.f. 
section 1.4.3 
o Browse the network of CDOs, Competences, Users, and Tags 
o Filter the network of CDOs, Competences, Users, and Tags 
o Select a CDO 
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• Activity #3: describing (knowledge exchange facilities) – c.f. section 1.4.4 
o Assign a tag to a CDO 
o Remove a tag from a CDO 
 
• Activity #4: manipulating the repository (basic object manipulation features) – 
c.f. section 1.4.5 
o Create a CDO 
o Delete a CDO 
 
• Activity #5: describing oneself (“creating and editing my user profile”) – c.f. 
section 1.4.6 
o Initialise profile 
o Update profile (users may edit any field of their user profile) 
 Edit a field of her/his profile 
 Validate the suggestion of an agent 
o Update preferences 
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A1.4.2 Activity #1: getting recommendations (connection agents) 
 
As introduced in section 1.2, agents aim at reducing the costs associated to the localisation of 
information in the networks of CDOs, Users and Tags. 
 
List of connection agents 
 
Name Summary of Functionalities Connection Targets 
Achieved 
Personal Coach 
agent 
This ‘overall’ agent is responsible for 
ensuring that users learn about 
themselves by identifying and 
suggesting connections to other users 
that are strongly related to them. It 
gathers the suggestions forwarded by 
the other agents and ranks them 
according to user preferences and 
feedback. It also incorporates the 
feedback. 
- help users better 
understand themselves 
and their needs by 
helping them complete 
their professional 
identity profile as well 
as reflect on their 
career history and 
future objectives 
User Profile 
agent 
Aims at increasing consistency across 
the system by recommending existing 
alternative careers already present in 
the repository, for instance (Table 1). 
This agent is also responsible for 
measuring the ‘connectedness potential’ 
between two user profiles: to do this, it 
uses a combination of string matching 
operations (comparing career 
alternatives amongst users, for 
instance) and of network distance (users 
who can be ‘reached’ via a peer or a 
chain of peers will be given a higher 
‘connectedness score’ than users which 
cannot be reached. 
- identifies fields values 
(career alternatives, …) 
which are already 
present in the 
repository in a slightly 
different form, and 
suggests them as 
replacements, in order 
to diminish 
redundancy as much as 
possible  
- computes a 
connectedness score 
between user profiles 
by comparing the 
contents of the profiles 
and by making use of 
one’s close and distant 
networks. 
People 
connection agent 
& Competence 
connection agent 
Gathers information about a user’s 
network (including the network of each 
member of her/his network, and so on), 
identifies courses of actions (such as, 
connecting straight away to this 
particular user, or engaging in a game 
with her/him to learn more about 
her/him), and forwards them to the 
- identifies users who 
could potentially be of 
value to the current 
user, either because 
they are similar, or 
because they are 
different enough, yet 
not too different 
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personal coach agent. Actions are 
determined based on this user’s 
reactions to the suggestions proposed by 
the agent in earlier similar 
circumstances, and by the actions taken 
by users who have a similar profile (c.f. 
user profile agent). 
CDO connection 
agent & Tag 
connection agent 
Gathers information about potentially 
relevant knowledge assets (respectively, 
CDOs and tags), identifies courses of 
actions (e.g., connections between their 
authors), and forwards them to the 
personal coach agent 
- identifies connections 
between users based on 
the assets (CDOs, tags) 
they or their peers have 
consulted or 
contributed to. 
Community 
connection agent 
(“concierge”) 
 
Gathers information about the overall 
community, collects trends, lists events 
(related to the overall community of 
users), and forwards them to the 
personal coach agent 
 
- identifies relevant 
information by 
listening to system-
wide events and by 
keeping the user 
updated with the latest 
information about the 
overall community (c.f. 
section 4.2.6) 
 
Activation 
 
Activation 
mode 
Rationale 
Explicit Agents can be activated explicitly by the user who is looking for help 
Implicit Agents can monitor what is happening on the platform by listening to 
events (generated either by the user or by the platform) and proactively 
suggest a course of action 
 
Identification of potential connections 
 
Agents are responsible for identifying relevant connections between users and CDOs and for 
suggesting the best approach to initiate them (which connection game, for instance). 
 
The user profile connection agent, the people connection agent, the connection agent and the 
community concierge agent (c.f. section 1.4.2) make use of the relationships earlier to identify 
potentially valuable connections between members (c.f. the definitions of relationships 
is_similar_to, in section 1.3.2). 
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Ranking alternatives 
 
Agents rank the potential connections identified earlier according to the preferences specified 
by the users in their profile and to the feedback left previously by their users. 
 
Events 
 
Events are triggered in answer to actions performed in the system. They will be monitored by 
agents and will be used to keep track of the user’s actions and to assess which 
recommendations would make the most sense to her/him. 
 
Events will be triggered in answer to a user’s action. They will also be triggered when 
system-wide phenomena occur, such as the registration of a new user. 
 
The following table lists an initial selection of events that will be monitored in the WP8 
environment: 
 
 
Source 
Type 
Event Name Target Type Rationale 
User logs_in <>  
User logs_out <>  
 
 
  
User initialises_profile <>  
User edits_profile <> This event is triggered 
automatically when the 
system triggers one of the 
following events 
User edits role Role  
User edits_competence Competence  
 
… 
  
 
 
  
User activates_agent Agent  
User ignores_recommendation Agent  
 
 
  
User browses_network_of_CDOs <>  
User filters_network_of_CDOs <>  
User selects_a_CDO CDO  
 
 
  
User engages_in_a_CDO CDO User reads an online book, 
or plays a connection 
game with a peer. 
User reads_an_online_book CDO  
User plays_a_game_with CDO  
 
… 
  
User completes_a_CDO CDO  
 
 
  
User adds_to_contact_list User  
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User removes_from_contact_list User  
 
 
  
User creates_a_CDO CDO  
User deletes_a_CDO CDO  
 
 
  
User assigns_a_tag_to_CDO Tag (CDO)  
User removes_a_tag_from_CDO Tag (CDO)  
 
 
  
System user_registers User  
System user_leaves User  
 
Each event is also described –in addition to its name- with a ‘time’ field, indicating when it 
has been triggered. 
 
Events are stored in an event log monitored by agents. 
 
A1.4.3 Activity #2: browsing knowledge and social networks (network 
navigation facilities) 
 
These facilities provide ways to reduce the complexity of the network by displaying only its 
nodes that satisfy certain conditions. The network can display any combination of CDOs, 
Competences, Users, and Tags. 
 
The list of options and features presented below could be accessible: 
• Either as a dedicated button in a toolbar on top of the network area 
• Or as part of a ‘right-clickable’ menu, contextualised for each object. A click on a 
user node could thus feature a shortcut link to her/his user profile, while a click on a 
CDO node would feature a link to the detailed specification of this CDO. 
 
Option/Feature Relationship 
involved (c.f. 
Section 3) 
Explanation/Rationale 
Home  This is akin to the ‘home’ button of a Web 
browser. It provides users with a way to go 
back to an initial, minimal, representation of 
the network. This could be the view they 
always get when they launch the network 
navigation module (more advanced users 
should be able to specify a different ‘home’ 
view). 
 
This view would typically display the User in 
the centre of the network window (see ‘Focus 
on User’ below) and maybe the CDOs he has 
taken on. 
Show Everything  All the nodes in the network are displayed 
Show Only  Only Competences and their interrelations are 
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Competences displayed 
Show Only Users  Only Users and their interrelations are 
displayed 
Filter by 
Objective/Targe
ts 
 Only users with a similar objective and targets 
are displayed 
Filter Users by 
Competence 
 Only users having specified ‘X’ (a text box will 
be displayed to enable the current user to 
specify X) as one of their current competences 
are displayed 
Filter Users by 
‘Contact’ status 
 Only users which belong to my ‘Contacts’ list 
are displayed 
Show Only CDOs  Only CDOs and their interrelations are 
displayed 
Filter CDOs by 
relatedness 
 Only related CDOs are displayed (see the 
definition of the CDO-CDO ‘is related to’ 
relationship). 
Filter CDOs by 
‘Type’ 
 The user must be able to display only the CDO 
that are of a given type 
Filter CDOs by 
‘SubType’ 
 Idem 
Filter CDOs by 
‘User 
Preferences’ 
 Similar to the two options above, but in this 
case, the user does not have to specify any type 
or subtype. Rather, these values are extracted 
from the ‘Preferences’ field in his profile  
Show Only Tags  Only Tags are displayed 
Focus on this CDO  The representation is centred on the selected 
CDO. This locking in step enables additional 
functionalities (see indented facilities below). 
Show me who is 
connected to this 
CDO 
is 
connected 
to 
The system adds nodes for each User that is 
somehow connected to this CDO. (c.f. is 
connected to relationship). 
Show me who 
has commented 
on this CDO 
 As above, but displaying only the Users who 
have initiated or contributed to a discussion 
thread associated to the locked-in CDO 
Show me related 
CDOs 
is related 
to (CDO-
CDO) 
 
Focus on this 
Competence 
 The representation is centred on the selected 
Competence. This locking in step enables 
additional functionalities (see indented facilities 
below). 
Show me who 
knows about 
this competence 
 The network shows the Users who have defined 
this competence in the ‘Competences’ of their 
profile 
Focus on this User  The representation is centred on the selected 
User. This locking in step enables additional 
functionalities (see indented facilities below). 
Show me who knows, A degree of separation can be specified here 
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23 
knows this user 
Show me who 
this user knows 
knows, A degree of separation can be specified here. 
Results can be classified by the distance 
between yourself and the target user. 
Show me who is 
most similar to 
this user 
is similar 
to (user-
user) 
A value could be specified to limit the results to 
the 10, 20, or 50 most similar users. Results can 
be classified by the distance between yourself 
and the target user. 
Focus on this Tag  The representation is centred on the selected Tag. 
This locking in step enables additional 
functionalities (see indented facilities below). 
Show me who 
else has used 
this tag 
find who 
else 
The network shows the users who have 
assigned the tag to any CDO 
Show me all the 
CDOs which 
have been 
assigned this tag 
shares a 
tag 
The network shows all the CDOs that have 
been assigned this tag, by any User 
 
A1.4.4 Activity #3: describing (knowledge exchange facilities) 
 
Discussion is one of the approaches investigated within the WP8 prototype to encourage users 
to become more active in their respective communities and to exchange with their peers. 
 
As seen in the object description presented earlier, a forum is attached to each CDO to enable 
discussion and debate about it. Tags can also be attached to extend its description and provide 
additional ways to reach it. 
 
The following object manipulation facilities are implemented in these facilities: 
 
Object Operation Comment 
Create 
 Comment 
Get 
 
Create 
 
Get 
 
Set 
 
Tag 
Delete 
 
 
A1.4.5 Activity #4: manipulating the repository of objects (basic object 
manipulation features) 
 
Basic object manipulation features are provided to manipulate objects: 
 
Object Operation Comment 
Create Any User can create a CDO CDO 
Get 
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Set 
 
Delete Only the owner of a CDO can remove it 
User 
(profile) 
Create 
 
 
Get 
 
 
Set Users will be able to set (modify) their own profiles – after a 
validation step 
 
Delete 
 
Role Create  
 
Get 
 
 
Set 
 
 
Delete 
 
Competence Create  
 
Get 
 
 
Set An administrator may be allowed to edit Competences to fix 
typos. Any change applied would be forwarded to each user 
profile (since profiles only refer to CompetenceIDs and not 
Competence Names – see object definition) 
 
Delete 
 
A1.4.6 Activity #5: describing oneself (“creating and editing my user 
profile”) 
 
A representation of the user’s personal information is shown to all the participants. 
 
The main motivation is to show her/his expectations vis à vis the system (such as her/his 
competences), so that her/his peers may approach her/him with specific queries, and knowing 
what she is looking for. 
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A1.5 Conceptual Architecture 
 
The conceptual architecture is defined along three layers: 
• A data layer containing the data needed by the WP8 connection space: objects, 
relationships and events 
• A system layer providing the functionality of the system, namely the ability to 
generate connections between users 
• A UI layer describing which elements will be displayed and interacted with by the 
users. 
 
Additional modules providing system-wide functionalities are included, such as the user 
authentication module. 
 
 
